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Climate-Smart Planning Platform Mission
Under the umbrella of the Green Growth Knowledge Platform, the World
Bank has launched a Climate-Smart Planning Platform (CSPP),
targeted at both tools, data, knowledge products, and capacity support.
The CSPP aims to engage developing-country practitioners, in particular
modelers working to conduct analyses and develop plans, who often
have a hard time locating appropriate tools, data, knowledge products,
technical assistance, and social support that they need to create viable
alternatives that offer low emissions climate resilient growth.
The CSPP looks to help developing country practitioners perform the
upstream analysis that will lead to better policies and interventions.
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Climate-Smart Planning Platform Current Status
• Platform is up and available to anyone https://www.climatesmartplanning.org/front.
• Currently has over 300 postings from 60 partners.
• ETSAP has seven (7) product “tickets” posted.
• Partners have a separate login possibility that will provide access to
systems resource / usage information later.
• Working Group on data exchange meta-format still pending.
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ETSAP CSPP Postings
• One ETSAP Partner posting (UCL/Energy Institute)
– WB focus is not promoting ETSAP institutions, but rather identifying
models and in particular sources of data that are relevant for developing
countries

• Six postings prepared by the LO comprising:
–
–
–
–
–

MARKAL
TIMES
VEDA
ANSWER
eTech-DS Supply

– eTech-DS Demand submissions c
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ETSAP CSPP Partner Submission (UCL/EI-1)
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ETSAP CSPP Partner Submission (UCL/EI-2)
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ETSAP CSPP Partner Submission (UCL/EI-3)
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CSPP (ETSAP) Search Queries
• To evaluate the ETSAP postings keyword searches were done for
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

MARKAL
TIMES
Least-cost
Energy Planning
Integrated Energy Planning
LEDS and Low Emissions Development Strategy
IGCC
Power Plants
Power Plant characterization [no ETSAP “hits”]
Energy System Cost
Policy Analysis
Environmental Policy
CCS [no ETSAP “hits”] and Carbon Capture and Storage [E-TechDS Supply]

• In nearly all cases, other than those [noted], MARKAL / ANSWER /
TIMES / VEDA were the 1st four (4) entries returned (in that order), in
some case with E-TechDS as well {Is this what we want and how do we
influence this?
IEA-ETSAP Annex XIII 2 Workshop
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CSPP (ETSAP) Search Results - 1
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CSPP (ETSAP) Search Results – 2*

* Before UCL/EI posting
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CSPP (ETSAP) Search Results – 3*

* Before UCL/EI posting
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ETSAP CSPP Strategy Going Forward
• Each interested Contracting Party should prepare a CSPP
submission (assisted by LO)
• Coordinate the E-TechDS data representation undertaking with
the CSPP meta-data Working Group process [and when ready
develop means for directly providing said information through
the CSPP]
• Refine the current postings to get good coverage on key queries,
and reduce redundancy of ETSAP search results [e.g., when
should ANSWER/VEDA come up and when not?, do we want
MARKAL showing up so much?]
• Encourage (and assist) posting from other users of the ETSAP
Tools (e.g., USEPA-ORD, UCT/ERC, TU, others)
• Review the CSPP utilization reports, once they become available
IEA-ETSAP Annex XIII 2nd Workshop
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ANSWER-TIMES NewTech “Starter” Model
• Cooperative initiative with the Turkish Ministry of Environment,
• Provide a consistent data source of new technologies across the entire
energy system
• Migration of the (USDOE) technology characterizations in EPA-US9r
MARKAL Excel templates to ANSWER-TIMES v2 “smart” Excel templates
• Provide the NewTech within the context of a comprehensive RES
network employing “best practice” TIMES modeling techniques
• Provide Reference “guidance” example scenarios (e.g., fuel share
evolution, hurdle rates, new technology deployment rates)
• Provide suite of VEDA-BE sets/tables for the core results (e.g., primary
energy supply, power sector details, final energy picture), along with an
Analytics results comparison VBE UpdateXLS graphics workbook
• Provide a guide book for transforming the “starter” model into an
actual TIMES model
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US9r MARKAL to TIMES Templates
Transformation
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NewTech “Starter” Model PP RES
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NewTech VBE Tables
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NewTech Analytics Graph Comparison
Workbook
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CSPP Previous Discussion Slides
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Home Navigation Form
Home screen presents
the user with the main
search engine. The
Tools, Data, Knowledge
tabs are basically a 1st
level filter on a query.
The Climate tab links
directly to the WB
Climate Change
Knowledge Portal
website. The other
active tabs and buttons
on the right (and 2nd
tier up top) take the
user to particular
subsets of the CSPP.
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Partners
Partners lists all those so
far committed to the
CSPP. Clicking on a Partner
name links to a short
blurb and access to their
home page.
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Featured Items
Featured is a
revolving page
with highlighted
areas – ETSAP
sitting
prominently there
at the moment.
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Browse Criteria & Results

Browse is the heart and soul of the
CSPP. It serves as a search engine
contingent upon the pre-select
categories recognized by the CSPP that
appear as multi-select checkboxes on
the Product Instance Form. It returns
the qualifying "datasets" (that is the
entire range of CSPP content that
meets the current browse criteria).
Each retrieved entry can then be
clicked on to get to the Product
Instance form, from which the actual
information can be obtained (for
DOC/PDFs this step may be skipped
and the content presented directly).
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Product Instance Page

Product instance
presents the CSPP
qualifies and links to
the actual content
material(s).
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Search Facility
Search allows for
general keyword
search based upon
typed phrases. At the
moment only the
Product description
(and CSPP qualifies)
are processed, that is
not the Tags (but
that's coming next).
In addition, at the
moment one can not
1st use Browse and
then further refine
the list via Search,
and there is no
“fuzzy” logic.
IEA-ETSAP Annex XIII 1st Workshop – June 2-3 Beijing, China
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Product Instance Template Components
Organization - Details of the accredited organization or
partner
Product - Details of each product from the accredited
organization or partner (tool, dataset, knowledge or
learning initiative)
Training Availability - Manuals and training available on
the Product and its use
Resource - Details of the resource that contains the
product that will be linked to from the CSPP
Applicable to Wiki only
Beta Versions & Derivatives of the Product - Specific uses
or modifications of existing products to be shared via the
CSPP’s Wiki
Internal Process control
Process - Controls for the process of getting new content
onto the CSPP
IEA-ETSAP Annex XIII 1st Workshop – June 2-3 Beijing, China

The Product Instance
Template captures the
metadata that is used to
describe each product
offering on the CSPP.
It consists of 6 sections.
Each section can be
duplicated as necessary
(to contain multiple
products from the same
organization for
example). Section 5 is
applicable only to
content for the Wiki and
Section 6 is for internal
WB control only.
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Product Instance – ETSAP TIMES (1/9)
The Entity
Organization
Logo
Description

Home page link

Contact point(s)
Name
Gary Goldstein
Amit Kanudia
Ken Noble

Description
Comments
International Energy Agency's Energy Technology Systems Analysis Program (IEAOrganization who offers the product
ETSAP)
Full link to the organization’s logo (or
name of attached image file)
One or two paragraph description of the
The Energy Technology Systems Analysis Program (ETSAP) is an Implementing
Organization and its objectives (no more
Agreement of the International Energy Agency (IEA), first established in 1976. It
that approx. 140 words) spell out
functions as a consortium of member country teams and invited teams that actively
acronyms.
cooperate to establish, maintain, and expand a consistent multi-country energy /
The first sentence of the description
economy / environment / engineering (4E) analytical capability. Its backbone
shows in the search results and must have
consists of individual national teams in nearly 70 countries, and a common,
no more than 194 characters including
comparable and combinable methodology, mainly based on the MARKAL/TIMES
spaces. This should give a clear overview
family of models, permitting the compilation of long term energy scenarios and inof the organization.
depth national, multi-country, and global energy and environmental analyses.
Click button for count >>>>
Full link to the organization’s home page
(or other page) that will be the clickhttp://www.iea-etsap.org/web/index.asp
through link from the Organizations Logo
Email
DecisionWare.NY@gmail.com
amit@kanors.com
noblesoft@netspeed.com.au

Name and email of the person(s) who can
address any user's questions.
Add as many rows as needed.
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Product Instance – ETSAP TIMES (2/9)
Description

The Product
Title or name of
Product

IEA-ETSAP Energy Technology Data Source (E-TechDS) – Gas Fired Power Plants

Product Logo

Comments
Name of tool. dataset or report
etc Spell out acronyms
Full link to any product-specific
logo (or name of attached image
file). Not all products will have
logos.

Product Type
X

Tool

X

Data

X

Knowledge & Learning
Multiple categories may apply

Place an “X” against each category that applies to this product.
Tools include models, methods, and procedures. Knowledge & Learning
includes manuals, case studies, reports and training.

Focus Area
X

Climate Resilient Development

X

Low Carbon Development
Screening, Monitoring & Evaluation
Multiple categories may apply

Place an “X” against each category that applies to this product.
Low Carbon Development includes all mitigation actions (reducing greenhouse
gas and SLCP emissions plus increasing carbon sinks and sequestration)
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Product Instance – ETSAP TIMES (3/9)
Description Comprehensive modeling platform comprising:
 The model is a set of data files (spreadsheets, databases, simple ASCII files), which fully
describes the underlying energy system (technologies, commodities, resources and demands for
energy services) in a format compatible with the associated model generator (MARKAL or TIMES).
 A "shell" is a user interface which oversees all aspects of working with a model including
management of the input data, running of the Model Generator, and examining the results. It
thereby makes practical the use of robust models. Current model management systems include
ANSWER (Noblesoft – http://www.iea-etsap.org/web/Answer.asp) and VEDA (KanORS http://www.iea-etsap.org/web/Veda.asp).
 The MARKAL and TIMES Model Generators are the source codes, which process each set of data
files (the model) and generate a matrix with all the coefficients that specify the economic
equilibrium model of the energy system as a mathematical programming problem. The Model
Generators also post-process the optimization results.
 General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) is the computer programming language in which the
MARKAL and TIMES Model Generators are written. GAMS is the property of GAMS Development
Corporation, Washington D.C. Information on GAMS may be found at www.gams.com.
A solver is a software package integrated with GAMS which solves the mathematical programming
problem produced by the Model Generator for a particular instance of the MARKAL or TIMES
model. Information on solvers may be found at http://www.gams.com/solvers/index.htm.
The platform:







Encompasses an entire energy system from resource extraction through to end-use demands (thus
well-to-wheels”), as represented by a Reference Energy System (RES) network;
Employs least-cost optimization;
Identifies the most cost-effective pattern of resource use and technology deployment over time;
Provides a framework for the evaluation of mid-to-long-term policies and programs that can impact
the evolution of an energy system;
Quantifies the costs and technology choices that result from imposition of the policies and
programs, and associated emissions, and
“Fosters stakeholder buy-in and consensus building.
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Multi-paragraph
description of the Product
and what it does (no more
than approx 220 words)
spell out acronyms.
The first sentence of the
description shows in the
search results and must
have no more than 194
characters including
spaces. This should give a
clear overview of the
product.
The Description should
include the objective that
the product addresses and
the generic functionality of
the product (for example;
CGE/partial equilibrium /
Macro-economic /
scenario-based bottom-up/
vulnerability assessment/
data mapping and
visualization/ diagnostic
etc)
Click button for count >>>>
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Product Instance – ETSAP TIMES (4/9)
Scope / Extension
X
X
X

Regional
National
Sub-national, Project, & Local/Community level
Coastal Areas (special case)
Urban (special case)
Multiple categories may apply,

Place an “X” against each category that applies to this product.
Regional includes geographical areas that include more than one political
territory (for example, a watershed).

Sector
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Methodological Step
X
X
X
X
X
Countries

Biodiversity and ecosystems
Electricity Generation, Transmission & Distribution
Transport
Infrastructure & Roads
Household & Nonresidential Energy Demand
Industry & Extractive (energy demand plus process- and
product-emissions)
Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries & Land Management
Water Resource Management
Waste Management
Disaster Risk Management
Education, Health & Social
Multiple categories may apply,
Climate Impact and Vulnerability Assessment
GHG Inventory and Source/Activity Analysis
Identification of Climate Resilience Measures
Identification & Quantification of Mitigation Alternatives
Multi-sectoral, multi-stakeholder Planning Options
Multiple categories may apply.
All.

Place an “X” against each category that applies to this product.
Infrastructure & Roads includes the challenge of designing infrastructure that is
resilient to climate-related weather patterns and the emissions caused by their
construction. However operational emissions are to be found in the other
categories.

Place an “X” against each category that applies to this product.

If country-specific mention which countries
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Product Instance – ETSAP TIMES (5/9)
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Product Instance – ETSAP TIMES (6/9)
License

X

License Not Specified
Creative Commons Attribution
Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike
Creative Commons CCZero
Creative Commons Non-Commercial (Any)
GNU Free Documentation License
Open Data Commons Attribution License (ODbL)
Open Data Commons Public domain Dedication and License (PDDL)
Other (Attribution)
Other (Non-Commercial)
Other (Not Open) - Interested parties may obtain a fully functional evaluation license for all MARKAL/TIMES components upon
registration and execution of a Letter of Agreement governing access to the model - http://www.ieaetsap.org/web/AcquiringETSAP_Tools.asp. Prices for the various components are dependent upon the nature of the
institution(s) involved - http://www.iea-etsap.org/web/TOOLS/ETSAP_SW_Guidelines.pdf.
Other (Open)
Other (Public Domain)

Select with an “X”, ONE category from
this list that best describes the
licensing terms for using (and sharing)
the product

Complementary Products
Name

URL

VErsatile Data Analyst
(VEDA)
ANSWER
GAMS
MARKAL

http://support.kanors-emr.org/
http://www.noblesoft.com.au/
http://www.gams.com
http://www.iea-etsap.org/web/Markal.asp
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Short description of other related products
that complement its use or are dependent
on its use. Include Title of product and URL.
Add as many rows as needed.
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Product Instance – ETSAP TIMES (7/9)
Training Availability
e-Learning
Name
VEDA Videos

Facilitated Learning
Name
MARKAL/TIMES System
Documentation
VEDA Tutorial
ANSWER User's Guide

Comments
Is this available? Short description of what is
available and where to find it (with links).
Add as many rows as needed.

URL

URL
http://www.iea-etsap.org/web/Documentation.asp

Is this available? Short description of what is
available and where to find it (with links).
Add as many rows as needed.

http://www.iea-etsap.org/web/Documentation.asp - TIMES-VEDA-4 Getting
Started (Version 2.7)
http://www.iea-etsap.org/web/docs/ANSWERTIMES%20Getting%20Started%20Manual-plus-Appendix-Jan2014-final.pdf

Case Studies / Manuals
Name
URL
Diverse set of global, regional, national http://www.iea-etsap.org/web/Applications.asp
and local applications

Are these available? Short description of
what is available and where to find it (with
links).
Add as many rows as needed.

Discussion Forum
Name
IEA-ETSAP Forum

Is this available? Short description of what is
available and where to find it (with links).
Add as many rows as needed.

URL
http://www.iea-etsap.org/forum/default.asp
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Product Instance – ETSAP TIMES (8/9)
The Resource (file or page that contains the product)
Links
Link Web page
http://www.iea-etsap.org/web/tools.asp
Link to File
Link to API

Comments

Full link to the resource from which it can be freely accessed on its publically available site.
Provide ONE of the four options as the preferred way of adding this resource to the CSPP

Upload file
Resource Format
CSV
HTML
PDF
XML
JSON
Other (Which?) ___ ZIP ____X_____
Current Version
System Requirements
File Size (for download)
Languages
Author
Name
ETSAP???

Name
New Users - ETSAP Tools
Registration Page
General support

TIMES model generator version 3.5.0
Reasonably current generation Intel/Windows
computer with min 4Gb RAM, and Excel
.341Mb for ZIP folder with GAMS source code
and associate Windows Command scripts
English

The CSPP has the possibility to upload a product with multiple file formats. Select with an
“X” the format of the file(s) that are to be uploaded from this list. If Other, please write
format used.

Current Version number or most recent release date (as applicable)
Any system requirements or required programs (for example “Windows Excel 2007 or more
recent”)
Mb
In which languages it is available

Email
Name and email of the person(s) who are the authors of this material. In some cases the
author will be the name of an organization (with no email)
Add as many rows as needed.
Email
http://www.ieaetsap.org/web/AcquiringETSAP_Tools.asp
support@iea-etsap.org

Name and email of the person(s) who can respond to any questions on this material.
Add as many rows as needed.
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Product Instance – ETSAP TIMES (9/9)
Known users
Name
Email
Various
http://www.iea-etsap.org/web/Partner.asp#Others
For example, instances of global models include the
Energy Technology Perspectives (ETP) project MARKAL
Where possible, name and email of
model of the IEA, the TIAM model, and the European
persons who are known to have
Fusion Development Agreement TIMES model. Pandeveloped projects using this
European TIMES (PET/M) is a regional model covering
product and may be a source of
EU27 + Norway, Switzerland and Iceland. Finally, there are
derivative works or populated
several national models of the ETSAP partner institutions,
models with local data.
and various regional and municipal models developed by
Add as many rows as needed.
other institutions. Each set of files defines one model
(perhaps consisting of a number of regional models) and
is "owned" by the developer(s).
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ETSAP CSPP Partner Strategy
Continue as a Partner [Liaison Officer (LO)]

 Participate in work groups (review www, design/mechanism for data [latter with
Amit/Mauri])
 Test mechanism for CSPP standard data exchange format [with Amit]
 Check & actively submit product "instance tickets," review posting
 Use partner reports to tracking activity [not ready yet]

Instance Ticket (IT)

 Complete the "Product Instance Ticket" form for each item to be posted {who
depends upon what}
 Run related relevant DOC/PDF through Reegle [who, submitter or LO?]
 Review Reegle "tags" & refine [submitter, and/or LO?]
 ETSAP review/quality control [by whom, or just LO?]
 Submit to WB [by LO]
 Check posted properly – as well as testing searches/browse requests [LO]

Budget

 Needs funding for initial setup [€30k, plus Partner in-kind contribution?]
 Annual funds for monitoring and updating [€10k/year?]
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Product Instance Tickets - Tools
Models

Tools

MARKAL [Gary]
• summary
• link to ETSAP www
o model page
o list of users page

TIMES [Gary?]
• summary
• link to ETSAP www
o model page
o list of users page

VEDA [Amit]
• summary
• link to ETSAP/KanORS www
• link to training course & videos [on ETSAP
www?]
ANSWER [Ken]
• summary
• link to ETSAP/Noblesoft www
• links to training course & videos [on ETSAP
www?]
GAMS [Gary]
• summary
• link to GAMS www
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Product Instance Tickets – eTech-DS &
Model Instances

eTech-DS [G&G?]

• only point to home/supply/demand or get directly to PDF
o latter, with country/email via CSPP api worked out [with Amit]

• prepare instance ticket
• coordinate on any electronic data to be made available [spreadsheet?,
Amit/Mauri/LO]

MODEL Instances [prepared by "owner"]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name
MARKAL or TIMES
Global / <region> / <country>
Nature – multi-region, national, municipal, community
Owner
Model available (e.g., USEPA-ORD)
Selected data available (e.g., only NewTech repository?)
Links to
o Policy reports on behalf of governments
o Studies and Other Reports
o Presentations IEA-ETSAP Annex XIII 1st Workshop – June 2-3 Beijing, China
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Product Instance Tickets – Learning
Semi-Annual Workshops
• PDF of the PPTs [presenter]
• Video (and edit) the presentations

Post the 2-day VEDA/ANSWER training courses
• PPTs
• Models
• Video in segments (by topic)

Short (<5min) "how todoes" YouTube videos
• Post IT for each topic, or just 1 place?
• Amit's VEDA new features/how toes
• Prepare list of others by topic
o ETSAP “face” (Kathleen?)
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